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INTEGRATED FARMING & FORESTRY
CASE STUDIES: FOREWORD
This publication is to support farmers and rural professionals
who want to know more about integrating forestry into hill and
highcountry farms.
For some in the farming community, forestry development has a
negative reputation due to the large-scale changes to land use,
detrimental impacts on communities in rural New Zealand, and
the view that other sectors are using this as a means to offset
their emissions at the expense of the farming sector.
It can be a option for some of the least productive parts of a

Despite these concerns, forestry (exotic or native) can play a
valuable role if it is integrated within a farming operation in the
right way – the right tree in the right place.
farm, can improve resilience by spreading income risk, prevent
erosion and build biodiversity, and support other long-term
strategic outcomes such as farm succession.
In this publication, we present five real-life examples of how
farms have integrated forestry into their business, including an
overview of their farming models, and a financial analysis. All
types of forestry are covered, from plantation harvest forest
with Pinus Radiata or Douglas Fir, to permanent carbon forest
with species such as eucalypts or redwoods, and native forest.
These case studies help manage the complexity of information
presented and ensure the information is well grounded and
relevant. Each is the result of a collaboration between a farming
family or business, a farm consultant, and a forestry advisor.
I acknowledge the Post Quake Farming Project community and
supporters. Without them this work would not have been
possible: The Governance Group and farmers involved who
have so generously donated their time, and MPI, Beef + Lamb
New Zealand, and Environment Canterbury for funding the
work.
While the ramifications of the Kaikōura Earthquakes in 2016 are
still being felt, the farmers in the region continue to be an
inspiration as they work towards building more resilient
businesses for future generations.

JOHN LADLEY

Chair
Post Quake Farming Project Governance Group
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CASE STUDY ONE

MEET THE PINCKNEYS
THE GATES, WAIAU, NORTH CANTERBURY

OVERVIEW
The Gates is owned by Henry and Olivia Pinckney.
The Gates covers a total of 1,430 ha, of which 828
ha are currently in effective grazed pasture or
forage crops. The property has significant
biodiversity attributes with nearly 300 ha in native
bush or mixed-species scrub, and 12 ha in rushes
or wetland species. The farm has just under 300 ha
in exotic plantation forest.
The property was badly damaged by the 2016
Kaikōura Earthquake. The Pinckneys have turned
the huge challenges created by the earthquake into
an opportunity for their business. Using expert
advice, analyses and information, the couple is
continuing to diversify their land use to improve
economic, environmental and social outcomes for
their family.

PINCKNEYS' OBJECTIVES
•

•

•

•

CURRENT FARM SYSTEM

Operate a sheep and beef unit that is		
financially, environmentally and socially		
sustainable.					
Develop the underperforming areas of		
the property to maximise production 		
within the capability of the land.		
Keep the animal production system 		
simple and profitable and within the		
capability of the land, with negligible 		
environmental impact.			
Create an efficient farm in terms of 			
infrastructure.
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•

4,000 MA Ewes lambing 140%		

•

1,000 Hoggets lambing 60%			

•

40% lambs sold prime			

•

200 Dairy Beef finishing steers/trade beef

•

Intensive pasture development program

•

Ongoing subdivision and stock water 		
upgrade.

LAND USE AND LAND USE CAPABILITY
Land is managed according to opportunity to
maximise productivity and minimise risk. The
Gates has been Land Use Capability Mapped at
the farm-scale (1:7,000) which has been very
valuable in identifying which land is best suited to
specific use.

Table 1 shows the area of land, relative stocking
rate, and financial performance of different land
classes on The Gates.
The farm environment plan (of which the Land Use
Capability assessment is a part) suggests the
Pinckneys are already carrying out many
recommended best management practices for
looking after their land and water resources.

The areas which have been planted or a planned
for planting are generally class VI and above (refer
to Case Study 2 for more information on LUC
assessments); or have other management
limitations such as access or weed burden.

It also recommends retirement and afforestation of
erosion-prone areas, poplar pole planting in the
sandstone country (pastoral), and retirement of a
wetland area.

The better class of land is utilised for pastoral
farming with highly productive legume. Pastoral
systems have been identified, as have the areas
that need to be in trees.

Table 1 Summary of stocking rate in relation to financial performance for different land classes at The Gates.

Land Class

Area (ha)

% Stocking Rate

SU/ha

EBIT $/ha

Cultivatable

340

61%

12.6

$685

Developed Hill

245

25%

7.2

$392

Back Country/Gullies

243

14%

3.9

$212

Trees

287

0%

Ineffective

315

0%

Total

1430

100%

6990

$380,256
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"We took over the farm in 2012 and there was nearly 100ha already in
trees. It’s fair to say we were not big fans of the forestry industry at that
point. However, with the right advice and observing the issues that some
of the harder land had with weeds, we realised that trees had a place
and we decided to stick with it. It was a great way to improve our sanity
to plant the heavy broom country in something productive and not have
to continue battling it."

FORESTRY

CARBON

Exotic forestry (Pinus radiata) planting started at
The Gates since 1991 with a total of 288ha now
planted and registered into the ETS.

Carbon yields have been measured on the majority
of the forestry at The Gates (as the main block is
greater than 100ha). For the remaining areas (refer
to map), the MPI Look-Up Tables are used. Table 2
below shows the measured carbon yields and their
value to-date.

Figure 1 shows the area of Pre-1990 forestry, the
area of Post-1989 which uses MPI Look-Up tables
(https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/31695/)
and the area of Post-1989 which has the yields
measured for carbon.

The Gates has an exceptional growing
environment for trees so measured numbers are
well ahead of that expected in the lookup table.

MEASURING VS
LOOK-UP TABLES
Forestry blocks that exceed 100ha must be
measured for yield to work out the carbon
sequestered. However, on blocks less than
100ha, Look-Up Tables based on regional average
sequestration rates with forest type and age can be
used. It is worth noting the benefit of measurement
vs the use of Look-Up Tables as it is significant for
The Gates (refer to Table 2).
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The Gates
Property Overview
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Figure 1: Forest classifications for The Gates

Age

Total
Carbon
Units
Measured

Total
Carbon
Units
Look-Up
Tables

Value@
$25/unit
Measured

Value@
$25/unit
Look-Up
Tables

Average
Average
per ha/year per ha/year
Measured
Look-Up
Tables

Radiata

18
years

600

249

$15,000

$6,225

$833

$345

Douglas Fir

28
years

790

468

$19,450

$11,700

$705

$418

Table 2: Comparison of measured carbon yield income to Look-Up Table carbon yield incomes
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COSTS

CARBON SELLING STRATEGY

•

•

•

$650,000 of capital invested to date in a Joint
Venture
Annual costs of $35 per ha for carbon 		
administration and forest management.

Initially sold on contract. The open-market price
was $2 when the Pinckneys first started selling
carbon, so having a contract that performed
better than this was key.				
			
• Now that the carbon price has recovered, 		
the Pinckneys are reassessing their selling		
strategy.					

INCOME

•

All carbon earned is sold. The liability this creates
at harvest, or risk of an adverse event which
creates a liability (e.g. wind throw or fire) is 		
managed through staged planting over time, so
not all trees will be harvested at once; and using
a mix of Pinus radiata and Douglas Fir which
mature for harvest at different times.		
					
• Its likely that a change will occur in policy to
‘averaging’ which will eliminate the liability risk
within two years.					
			
• The carbon income is used to offset the costs
of further planting.

Carbon has been claimed on the forestry since
2008, and after planting post-2008. Harvest will
begin within the next three to four years. Expected
income from Radiata is between $20,000 and
$40,000 per hectare net at age 30-32 years.
Expected income from Douglas Fir is $40,000 to
$50,000 per hectare net at age 45-50 years. The
oldest Radiata block has expected stumpage of
$33,000 per hectare net at age 30-32 years.
Variability in returns are due to growth rates,
tending, ease of access and harvesting costs.
Table 4 outlines the overall income and EBIT/ha
for the forestry area. This is based on average
carbon yield being recognised in the ETS (known
as averaging). This is not in policy yet but is
anticipated and likely. This will significantly reduce
the risk for landowners looking to invest in
forestry.

Table 4: Total income from carbon and timber (based on average carbon yield recognised in ETS, which
provides 22 years of income. Following that, income will be timber only for this forestry block).
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FUTURE FOR THE
FARM BUSINESS
WHAT IS THE OUTCOME SOUGHT
FROM FORESTRY?

•

Continue to reduce weed costs using forestry on
the highly weed-prone land, and through		
subdivision in the pastoral area, which should
lead to improved grazing management.		
					
• Continue to develop the high production 		
legume based systems.			

The Pinckneys have thought carefully about
what they want to achieve before considering more
forestry. In this case they want to get better use out
of marginal land, get good economic returns, and
leave an environmental legacy.

•

Move to a low input system without		
compromising production, using multi-species
crops, genetics, and improved grazing		
management from subdivision and water.		
			
• Simplifying system to create efficiency in the
business, and allow time to further develop the
property and progress new ideas.		
•

Looking at integrating sheep milking into the
overall business as part of a diverse portfolio.
The genetics programme is already in place for
this.						

•

Based on the completed analysis of land		
capability and financial viability, plant and retire
an additional 230 ha of forestry.

"There are areas on the farm which are still
challenged by weeds which we spend a lot of
time and effort trying to manage. These areas
are marginal from a farming perspective
currently, and would require significant
intensive development to get them to where
they would need to be, which we don’t think
is sustainable. Forestry provides an economic
return, manages the risk of soil erosion, gives
the ability to fence off waterways, enhances
native biodiversity in gullies where
regeneration is happening in the forestry
blocks, and helps to diversify our income,
thereby reducing risk. It also enables a focus
our efforts into farming the land that is best
suited to pastoral farming and really making it
perform while meeting objectives."

PROPOSED FOREST SCENERIO
The proposed scenario is to plant 115 ha of Pinus
radiata and 115ha of indigenous forestry,
supported by accessing the One Billion Trees
Funding grants. The indigenous forestry will be
native regeneration or a mixture of natives and
exotics which will eventually return to a mature
canopy native forest. Figure 2 shows the areas to
be planted in native, and the areas to be planted in
pines.
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The Gates
1BT application planting plan
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Figure 2 Proposed forestry planting of natives and Pinus radiata to be used to support One Billion Trees grant application.

WHY THIS SCENARIO?

ONE BILLION TREES

The scenario provides a balance of maximising
carbon income, while also achieving environmental
outcomes. Most of the areas proposed to be
planted have been recommended for afforestation
or retirement to natives in the environment plan.

Using the One Billion Trees grants provides a
strong incentive to plant additional areas of The
Gates in forestry, part of the long-term plan.
The base rate grant available for these plantings
is $1,500/ha for the pines, and $4,000/ha for the
natives. There is an additional $500/ha for
erosion-prone and (~33ha of the 230ha), and
$500/ha of fencing for the pines (115ha).

The recommendations are made on the basis of
managing soil erosion risk, stock carrying capacity,
and returns from forestry.
The permanent, indigenous forestry aligns with the
values of the Pinckneys, particularly around
enhanced biodiversity outcomes. It also provides a
method to offset liability associated with harvest of
the exotic forestry (although, this liability will not
exist if ‘averaging’ is brought into policy).

This is a total value of $709,500 worth of grants
that the Pinckneys can apply for to support the
implementation of their plan.
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" We are constantly trying to improve our farm business to
meet our short- and long-term objectives. We recognise that
there are significant climatic challenges farming in this
area and so have identified busines diversification as very
important to minimise our business risk. The trees are
part of that, but not our passion. The focus for us is on
maximising the value returns per hectare."

KEY
POINTS
•

Forestry is a long-term or permanent decision. It
is critical to think about what you want to achieve
by using trees on your property, then getting
good advice before proceeding.			

•

Forestry has provided diversification of income
and stability of cashflow which has helped the
Pinckneys achieve their goals faster than they
planned.					

•

With the appropriate design, forestry can		
enhance native biodiversity and become a 		
winwin. Gullies in The Gates’ forestry areas are
now regenerating into natives. There are plans to
retire an additional 115 ha into natives in the
next phase of development and generate carbon
income from this.

•

Forestry has enabled the ability to match the
land to its best use in a sustainable way.

•

Partnering with the right people means good
advice and the ability to consider a whole range
of options in the farm system as well as in the
potential forestry areas. A Land Use Capability
map and detailed farm plan is valuable for this.
			
• There is currently significant opportunity for
funding support through the One Billion 		
Trees Programme.				
•

Forestry returns are variable depending on a
range of factors, but can provide very positive
returns, and, managed well, carbon income can
be very beneficial to cashflow.

PINCKNEYS' ADVICE FOR OTHER FARMERS CONSIDERING
FORESTRY ON THEIR FARMS
•

Seek advice, but if your values don’t align, then find someone else.					

•

If you don’t like pine trees, there are other species options including native regeneration or 		
mixed planting regimes which can generate sustainable returns and meet your objectives.

•

Assess land use options on merits objectively rather than how you or others feel towards it. You can
do this by getting your farm mapped for Land Use Capability at farm-scale. This will provide you with
an understanding of the land and water resources and opportunities or risks within it.
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CASE STUDY TWO

MEET THE CHAFFEYS
KULNINE, KEKERENGU

OVERVIEW
Kulnine is owned by Sandy and Anna Chaffey.
It is 615 ha, of which 462 ha is effective. Trees are
very much part of the Kulnine landscape. On the
better classes of land, the Chaffeys farm sheep
and beef which is a trading/finishing operation.

The earthquake triggered further analysis of the
Chaffeys’ business, and has put a focus strongly
on business diversification, within the property,
and externally.

CHAFFEYS' OVERALL GOALS
•

To have a financially and environmentally		
sustainable farming business on Kulnine.

•

To leverage off Kulnine Partnership and		
Kulnine (the land) to grow the business		
further off-farm, with the overall goal to 		
make farm succession as even and fair as 		
possible.

SPECIFIC GOALS
•

Expand the business to include two 		
sustainable farming operations (to			
support farm succession) within three 		
years.		
			

•

Keep the animal production system 		
simple and profitable and within the 		
capability of the land, with negligible 		
environmental impact.			

•

Operate a sheep and beef unit that is 		
financially, environmentally and socially		
sustainable, generating as much profit as		
possible from the farm.			

• Diversify business investments and risk.		
				
• Protect and enhance the aesthetic, 			
biodiversity and environmental values of		
the property for future generations.
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CURRENT FARM SYSTEM
•

2,000 – 2,500 winter trade hoggets (22kg
carcass weight), bought in March/April at
30kg live weight				

•

Buy 900 – 1000 ewes with lambs at foot
(130%)					

•

Ewes sold prime and store at weaning in
January					

•

2,000 lambs bought in Dec – Jan period and
finished					

•

180 weaner bulls bought spring and sold
autumn 160 – 230 kg live weight		

•

120 Hereford weaner bulls purchased
autumn for dairy industry			

•

350 Yearling Friesian bulls from spring and
sold autumn.
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•

320 Yearling Jersey bulls for dairy industry
bought spring and sold as 2-year olds

•

5 -7 ha of kale sown in spring for late
summer and early autumn lambs		

•

24 ha of winter rape, mid-October spray,
summer fallow, sown in January/February
and grazed by bulls and lambs		

•

5 – 15 ha of Italian ryegrass, of which 5-7ha
replaces kale in autumn, and some may be
sown in green feed oats			

•

13 ha of lucerne				

•

14 ha of red clover				

•

Up to 73 ha in forages.

HOW HAS LUC HELPED THE CHAFFEYS?
"LUC has given us some actual figures of each type of land
classification, which helps us make proactive and informed
decisions about our land use. It has also reinforced what we
knew about the capabilities of our different land classes."

IDENTIFYING LAND SUITABLE FOR DIFFERENT USES
1. A paddock scale land resource inventory (LRI)
survey was undertaken for Kilnine by Suzie Le
Cren from LandVision Ltd. This consisted of
mapping the underlying geology, soils, slope,
erosion type and severity and vegetation.

5. Each area of land is also assigned a standard
classification called an LUC Unit, based on LUC
class, use limitation, and underlying geology,
soils, slope, erosion, and vegetation. At Kulnine
there are 13 different LUC units each with
its own strengths and limitations along with
conditions of use for long term sustainable land
management. LUC units have standardised
descriptions, stock carrying capacity, and tree
growth indexes. This information can be used
for assessing how land management options
and estimating production potentials.		

2. The LRI survey was used to derive the land use
capability units (LUC) across the property. The
LUC classification system is based on the five
LRI factors and splits land up into eight different
classes. Class I land is the most versatile while
class VIII is the least. Generally speaking, for
classes I to IV you can get a tractor over, and it is
suited to intensive pastoral farming and fodder
cropping. Class V land, depending on slope,
may be suited to very infrequent cropping as
part of the pasture renew programme. Class
VI is strong pastoral hill country whilst Class VII
land has significant limitations to pastoral use.
Class VIII land is not suited to farming or forestry
and should be retired.				

6. Soil information is a component of the LRI
survey. In some cases it is useful to present it
as a standalone map as soil type boundaries
don’t necessarily follow LUC boundaries. On
Kulnine 15 dominant soil types were identified
all with their own inherent strengths, limitations
and production opportunities.			
7. Detailed soil information is useful for a range
of planning purposes including nutrient
management (getting the best use of fertiliser
as well as reducing runoff and leaching losses),
pasture management, and understanding risk
and vulnerability associated with different soils.

3. 21% of land on Kulnine is LUC classes III and
IV, 12% is class V land, 52% is class VI land and
14% is class VII land.				
4. The LUC Class is further coded according to
the land's greatest limitation to use. Subclasses
include soil erosion, soil wetness, soil physical
properties, and climate.				
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FUTURE FOR THE
FARM BUSINESS

TREES FOR KULNINE

POST-1989 FOREST

LUC has been used to assess the land and identify
the ‘right tree for the right place’.

Forest established post-1989 can be registered in
the ETS. There are two areas that meet the post1989 criteria on Kulnine; a 1.25ha area of
indigenous, and a 1.65ha area of exotic forestry. If
these areas were registered, they would receive
carbon credits, and also face liabilities if harvested,
or if deforestation occurred from natural causes,
e.g. fire or wind-throw (although these rules are
expected to change in the upcoming review of the
ETS).

Class III to VI is suitable for pastoral farming and
has not been considered for forestry. A further
consideration is eligibility for the ETS. Land with
forest species present on 31 December 1989 is not
eligible and cannot be used for carbon forestry.

WHY EXPLORE TREES FOR KULNINE?

The indigenous area would earn around 6.5 NZUs
per hectare per year, which is considered too small
to offset the costs of being involved with the ETS.
The exotic area is in two stands, each less than
1ha, which then makes them ineligible unless the
forest area is expanded through further planting.

" We have some classes of land
that are prone to erosion and
slumping, and it is also hard to keep
regenerating scrub off. We wanted to
explore other options for this type of
land to see if there was something
better to do with it that generates a
financial return."

PLANTING OPTIONS
The final assessment was to identify areas which
could potentially be planted in forestry. The areas
to target at Kulnine are class VIe (erosion-prone
class VI land), and class VII land. Other areas of
erosion-prone land and riparian areas were also
targeted as these areas were deemed not suitable
for pastoral farming.

PRE-1990 FOREST
166ha was identified as pre-1990 forest and
therefore not eligible for the New Zealand
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). This means
there are no carbon credits for this area, and if
deforested, there is a liability if not replanted within
four years or offset by planting an equivalent area
elsewhere. The deforestation liability on this area
is $18,600/ha at $25/NZU.

A total of 67ha meet this criteria. About half of this
is cleared kanuka, which meets the One Billion
Trees criteria, and also can qualify for the ETS if it
was cleared more than four years ago. An
additional 34ha is bare land and so meets both the
One Billion Trees and ETS criteria if planted and
registered.
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WHAT SPECIES TO PLANT AND WHY?
Table 1 shows economics for the different species options identified for the 67ha of land.

Manuka/Kanuka

Permanent
eucalyptus

Pinus radiata

Area

8ha

36.5ha

19ha

Forest cost year 1 /ha

$2,200

$1,800

$1,400

Forest cost year 2 /ha

$300

$350

$200

Forest cost year 9 /ha

$0

$0

$800

Annual forest cost /ha

$50

$50

$50

ETS cost year 1 /ha

$25

$25

$25

Annual ETS cost /ha

$4

$4

$4

One Billion
/ha
One Billion
/ha
One Billion
/ha
One Billion

Trees Grant year 1

$540

$450

$450

Trees Grant year 2

$900

$750

$750

Trees Grant year 4

$360

$300

$300

Trees Grant

Landowner keeps all
carbon credits

Landowner keeps
all carbon credits

$161

$420

Crown keeps first 6
years of carbon credits
$22,500/ha (harvest at
28 years)
$110

$130

$390

$770

2.0%

10.9%

8.3%

Estimated stumpage income
Carbon income average per
year (@$25/NZU)
Annualised average net
earnings (EBITR)
average/ha/year
Return on capital (IRR), land @
$3,800/ha
Weighted average net earnings
(EBITR)/ha/year
Weighted average return on
capital (IRR), land @ $3,800/ha

$471
9.0%

Table 1: Economics for different forest species considered for planting on Kulnine.
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WHY PINE?

WHY EUCALYPT?

Areas that are well suited for harvesting were
identified for a timber + carbon regime. These areas
were considered good timber forest prospects
because of economic and environmental factors
related to log recovery.

There are over seven hundred species of eucalypts,
some of which have proven to grow very well in New
Zealand. Eucalypts are a good choice for a carbon
forest because they have high growth rates (in some
cases they can outpace radiata pine in terms of
growth rates) and as a hardwood (flowering) tree
they have a higher carbon density per cubic metre of
wood.

Radiata pine is the preferred candidate as it provides
the highest returns and the lowest establishment
risks. It also has well-established markets and
industry to support activities. Pinus Radiata is also a
highly dependable timber production tree with very
few disease issues and excellent growth consistency
compared with other species. It has also benefited
from many years of plant breeding and refinement
which means highperforming cultivars are readily
available.

Eucalypts have been modelled as a scenario for
areas that are less accessible for harvesting and
therefore are better suited for permanent forestry
where carbon credits are the only income source.
Species of eucalypts such as E. regnans and E.
fastigata are proven to grow fast, store large
amounts of carbon, and can live for many hundreds
of years.

With the likely ETS rule changes, the harvest carbon
repayment obligations which currently disadvantage
farm-woodlot forestry will no longer be an issue.
Therefore, having a timber forest that benefits from
carbon income coupled with timber income provides
a potential for increased returns and diversification.

In the right conditions Eucalypts can act as a
companion crop for native forest species and a
food source for native birds and bees. Sparse foliage
allows light and moisture to reach the canopy floor
for native regeneration, while the flowers attract
nectar-feeding birds, and insects for insect-feeding
birds.

WHY MANUKA/KANUKA?
Manuka/Kanuka were chosen because both
species are naturally occurring in the surrounding
areas. Manuka also has the benefit of providing a
potential, additional income stream through honey.
There is also a reasonable industry that has grown
around planting manuka so establishment costs
are generally less than for other indigenous forest
species.
Kanuka, being similar to manuka, also benefits
from lower establishment costs. Finally, both
species are reasonably robust and easy to establish
compared with other indigenous species.
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FARM SYSTEM CHANGES
The proposed 67ha of planting is a combination
of non-farmed riparian areas, and farmed areas.
There is about 33ha which is currently grazed.
Using Farmax, a range of alternative farm system
scenarios were analysed to consider the impact
of afforestation of this area on the farm business
with respect to the feed supply and financial
performance of the business.

The scenarios assessed included:
1. Running fewer cattle (28 fewer Friesian bulls
traded, and 60 fewer dairy bulls wintered)
2. Fewer jersey bulls (55 fewer)
3. Spring and autumn nitrogen added (24 tonnes
urea)
4. Jersey bulls grazed off (105 from 1 March to 31
July at $15/head/week)
5. Reduced sheep numbers (250 fewer trade
hoggets, 125 fewer ewes with lambs at foot and
250 fewer summer trade lambs).
Table 2 below shows the economic implications of
the different options.

Current
Area (ha)
462
EBITR
$388,021
EBITR/ha
$840
Capital released
Opportunity cost
Opportunity cost by $/ha
retired (33ha)

Less cattle
429
$362,787
$846
$37,607
$21,473
$650

Less jersey
bulls
429
$354,960
$827
$70,565
$26,005
$788

Nitrogen
429
$364,503
$850
$0
$23,518
$713

Graze-off
jersey bulls
429
$353,501
$824
$0
$34,520
$1046

Less sheep
429
$351,570
$820
$29,750
$33,476
$1014

Table 2: economic analysis of different farm system changes for land proposed for afforestation on Kulnine.

Note: Value of capital released assumes an interest rate of 10% which is included in the
opportunity cost.
Where the opportunity cost of a particular scenario
modelled is less than the EBITR/ha of a forestry
option, then there is good economic reason to invest
in forestry. In this instance establishing forestry
(Pines for production and carbon - $770/ha EBITR)
makes economic sense if the livestock system is
altered to reflect the “Fewer Cattle” ($650/ha EBITR)
and “Nitrogen” ($713/ha EBITR scenarios modelled
using Farmax.

When compared to these, the weighted average of
the forestry options outperforms the average sheep
and beef farm. The values and goals of individuals,
as well as options to improve farm performance,
need to be take into consideration.
Importantly, these B+LNZ Economic Service statistics
indicate there is likely to be significant opportunity
for improved livestock profitability through better
farm performance, as well as opportunities to raise
overall farm business profitability through one or
more of the forestry options outlined in this case
study.

When comparing this financial performance with the
B+LNZ Economic Service data, it should be noted
that it is performing very well, compared to averages
of EBITR/ha for South Island High Country at $52/
ha, South Island Hill Country a $158/ha and South
Island Finishing Breeding at $406/ha.
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KEY
POINTS
•

Forestry can provide returns on marginal land
that is comparable or better than pastoral use.
			
• There are a range of options for forestry and
there are good grants available to help with
the cost of land use change.			
•

•

When retiring land from pastoral grazing, 		
it is important to consider:			
> What’s important to you?
> Change in livestock number
> Changes to your management and time

Understanding your natural resource base is
key. Detailed Land Use Capability mapping can be
very beneficial with this and allows you to follow
an objective process:

> Impact on staff and other labour
> Impact on your operating expenses
> How much capital will be released with

> Assess your resources.

different options (if any)

> Review your livestock systems and policies

> Cashflow impact from policy changes

and their financial performance.

> Appropriate forestry species for the

> Get good carbon and forestry advice to

appropriate goals, objectives, and

assess options.

landscape.

ADVICE TO OTHER FARMERS
"This has been a very rewarding exercise; it has enabled us to make an informed
decision on what is the best use for our different1classes of land. If other farmers
are interested in running their classes of land differently than they do now, they
should look to use some professional help so they can then make a decision that is
best for them using good data, robust mapping information, and sound advice. It is
important to look at different options for forestry, carbon and farming and consider
different sensitivities around price as they can look quite different in different years.
The different forestry/carbon and farming (although actual) options that were looked
at had budgeted or forcasted prices, in a couple of years the results from this analysis
could be very different. It is also worth considering other reasons for changing land
use, such as aesthetics."
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CASE STUDY THREE

MEET THE MACFARLANES
HAWKSWOOD AND BRAEMAR, PARNASSUS

OVERVIEW

RECENT HISTORY

Hawkswood and Braemar are owned by Charlie
and Jo Macfarlane.

•

Braemar is 1702ha with 160ha of improved downs
or flats, and the remainder in steeper downs and
hill country with a mixture of woody weeds,
extensive pasture, and native regeneration.

•

Hawkswood is a 628ha farm, purchased back from
the family in 2017. Of this, 280ha is in developed
flats and improved downs and hill, the remainder
is very weedy hill country. Both properties are
collectively carrying around 7,200 stock units.

•

•
•

The farm development program of Braemar
started in 2014, but drought slowed progress. The
farm had been carrying 2,600-2,800 stock units.
Change in sheep breed. Corriedales replaced with
Romneys, and cow numbers increased.
Hawkswood was purchased in 2017.
160 tonnes fertiliser and 700 tonnes lime applied
in 2018-2019.
The development programme and increased feed
supply has meant animal performance has lifted
significantly in recent years (see graph 1).

MACFARLANES' OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Increase stock-carrying capacity to 8,000 stock
units with approximately 75% sheep and 25%
cattle.					
Continue improvements in stock performance,
pasture species, soil fertility, infrastructure and
access.					
Investigate forestry opportunities for the up to
1,200ha which is suitable for forestry.
Investigate opportunities to acquire additional
land and develop land.			
Investigate opportunities to diversify income
through eco-tourism, irrigation and honey.
Implement Farm Environment Plan to		
effectively gain knowledge and make better
decisions around water quality and native		
biodiversity.					
Use forestry as a tool to support a fairer		
outcome for farm succession, while passing on
a viable grazing unit.		
Reduce debt, take control of risks, and be		
better prepared for the future.

CURRENT FARM SYSTEM
•

3,950 ewes and aiming for 135% lambing
(130% 2018)				
1,200 ewe hoggets and aiming for 60%
lambing (only 140 in lamb 2018)
62 Hereford Angus-cross cows mated
to Angus bull and 50 IC R2 heifers (30
purchased). Aiming for 90% calving
62 MS calves retained (from last year’s 68
cows and R2 heifers)

•
•
•

•

Some winter grazing of carryover cows on
poorer hill				
20% of lambs finished (targeting much
higher) and all steers sold at 500 kgs
(heifers mostly retained) 			
Medium term target of 4000 ewes, 1000
hoggets, 200 cows and 180 calves		
Equates to around 8000 stock units
producing 175,000 kgs meat and wool.

•
•
•

**Assumes $40/ stock unit EFS (Net farm income less FWE and less
capital/depreciation. Will not necessarily be the same across all classes of land

*All land classes
with potential
forestry options

Meat and wool production
Actual and budgeted numbers
Potential based on proposed lift in production and carrying capacity is
175,000 kgs meat and wool

2014-15
Lamb

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19 E 2019-20 B

21,216

10,800

20,472

48,490

52,000

65,000

Other Sheep

6,939

13,338

7,534

7,151

23,468

25,893

Wool

9,906

10,474

6,954

28,417

25,243

26,000

Cattle

5,875

2,610

5,335

9,830

15,330

23,030

43,936

37,222

40,295

93,888

116,041

139,923

Total

Hawkswood Production Kgs Meat and Wool
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
-

2014-15
Lamb

2015-16

2016-17

Other Sheep

2017-18
Wool

2018-19 E
Cattle
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2019-20 B
Total

**Assumes $40/
stock unit EFS (Net
farm income less
FWE and less capital/depreciation).
Will not necessarily
be the same across
all classes of land.

LAND USE DECISIONS & LAND USE CAPABILITY
The Land Resource Inventory (LRI) system maps
A paddock-scale Land Use Capability (LUC) and Land
landscape units according to five inventory factors
Resource Inventory (LRI) survey was undertaken on
Sixteen soil types were identified on the property formed from the underlying parent rock material. These
(rock type, soil unit, slope class, erosion type and
the property. Eighteen LUCs, predominantly class
can beand
categorised
into recent
soilsLRI
(formed
on alluvium,IIIcolluvium
andsixteen
gravels)
and Yellow
Grey
Earth
severity,
vegetation).
From the
the area
to VII, and
dominant
soil
types,
were
wassoils
classified
in
Land
Use
Capability
Units
(LUC
identified.
The
underlying
parent
rock
material
(formed on sandstone, greywacke and conglomerate).
units), which further groups similar units according
consists of a range of sedimentary rocks including
to their
capacity
for sustainable
production
under
strongly and weakly
indurated
Erosion
occurring
on Hawkswood
ranges from
slight to slight-moderate
with soil
slip, sheetconglomerate,
and gully
arable, pastoral, forestry or conservation uses
sandstone and greywacke. The flats and rolling
erosion occurring on the hill country along with streambank erosion in some of the waterways and river
across the region. The LUC code is broken down
downs are derived from loess, colluvium, alluvium,
intosystems.
three components, which show the general
alluvial gravels and peat. Table 2 below shows the
capability (I-VIII classes), the major limitations (four
composition of the LUC units for the property, and
subclass
limitations
of
wetness,
erosion,
soil
and
this is also shown on map 1.
4.3 LAND USE CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
climate), and the capability unit, to link with
regional
classifications
and
bestunits were identified as part of the land resource survey and the
Eighteen
different land
useknown
capability
management practices.
extent of these are summarised in the following table. A map and detailed descriptions of the units are
shown in Appendix 3 and 4.
LUC Class
Class II

Class III

Area (ha)

%

87.1

3.7

147.9

Class IV

199.1

Area (ha)

%

IIw1

76.8

3.3

IIs3

10.3

0.4

IIIe12

17.9

0.8

IIIs5

20.1

0.9

IIIw1

52.1

2.2

IIIw5

1.8

0.1

IIIw6

56.0

2.4

IVe6

181.6

7.9

IVs6

12.2

0.5

IVw1

5.3

0.2

Ve1

83.1

3.6

Vs7

56.3

2.4

VIe11

961.7

41.2

VIe15

390.5

16.8

VIIe3

360.9

15.5

VIIe7

27.0

1.2

VIIIe12

13.7

0.6

VIIIw1

0.9

<0.1

2,328.2

100

6.4

8.6

Class V

139.4

6.0

Class VI

1,352.2

58.0

Class VII

387.9

16.7

Class VIII

14.6

0.6

2,328.2

100

Total

LUC Unit

Table 2: LUC units

Recommendations for Land Resources
Utilise the land resource information for stock numbers and stock classes. Looking at the various
when changing the stock policies.
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Map 1: LUC units

The majority of the property is Class VI which is
suitable for sheep and beef grazing, or woody
vegetation cover, depending on other risks such
as erosion, of which Hawkswood has a high risk.
Given this and the existing woody weed cover on
a high proportion of the land, regeneration or
planting regimes are likely to generate greater
returns than breaking this land in for pastoral use.
The total area of the property is 2328.2 ha of
which approximately 11% is flat to undulating,
10% is rolling to strongly rolling, 33% is
moderately steep hill country and 46% is steep to
very steep hill slopes, gorges and gully systems.

For the non-effective areas, 24.6 ha are in exotic
forestry woodlots, 955.7 ha are in consolidated
mixed scrub, 508.8 ha are in native bush, 44.6 ha
are in gorse and blackberry, 10.7 ha are in erosion
control trees, 5.9 ha are steep predominantly
unvegetated faces and 2.9 ha is retired pasture.
The remaining 0.9 ha is a dam.
There is a good balance of topography across the
effective area of the property with around 247.1 ha
(32%) flat and having little or no effects from aspect,
280.2 ha (36%) warm north-facing slopes (including
NE, N, NW, W aspects) and 246.8 ha (32%) cooler
south-facing slopes (includes E, SE, S and SW).
Approximately 426.7 ha or 55% of the effective
pastoral area is suitable for cultivation.

The vegetative cover consists of approximately
774.1 ha of effective pasture; 33% of the total farm
area.
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FUTURE FOR THE
FARM BUSINESS
FORESTRY

EUCALYPTUS-PERMANENT CARBON
(86 HA)

A large area of land on Hawkswood and Braemar
has a heavy infestation of brush weeds. This area,
most of which is not able to be cultivated, is difficult
to farm and has a low profitability per hectare.

Areas with poor access for harvest are considered
more suitable for permanent carbon forest for
eucalypts. A small experimental mixed eucalypt
stand within the block planted in the 1980s by
Forest Research shows the potential for
reasonable growth rates. Eucalypt species such as
E. Nitens and E. Fastigata are favoured for carbon
forestry as they can grow at comparable rates to
radiata pine (earn carbon credits fast), are durable
hardwoods (retain carbon longer if die) and can
live well over 100 years. Depending on species,
they can also provide safe nesting habitat and food
for native birds.

Development of these areas into trees provides
one possible solution for this class of land. Whether
the Macfarlanes complete this development on
their own or form some of joint venture is being
investigated.

WHY FORESTRY?

COST BREAKDOWN
• Broom- Spray/Burn
• Plant @ 833 stems /ha
• 1BT Grant $1500/ha (landowner 100% credits)
• Year 1 & 2 cost $2500/ha.

For the Macfarlanes, forestry will help with achieving
their farm succession goals, control erosion, and
create a more appealing place to farm.

"Swapping weeds for trees,
whether native or exotic"

REDWOOD-PERMANENT CARBON
(123 HA)

A range of forestry options have been considered
for the Macfarlanes. The land use capability
assessment shows that a large area of the farm is
suitable for woody vegetation and less so for
pastoral farming. The range of species considered
cover 657ha and are shown below, with areas shown
on the map.

A major redwood plantation just north of the
property shows this locality is suitable for
redwoods. A natural fit for long lived carbon
forests, the average age of redwoods in their
native California is 500 to 800 years. There is also
the possibility of selective timber harvesting as an
ongoing sustainable income to complement
carbon. While Redwoods do not grow as fast as
radiata pine, their growth is more consistent and
sustained overtime

These recommendations were made based on the
site conditions (i.e. potential suitable species for
each location), and access also determined whether
to plant a timber crop, or focus on a permanent
carbon forest. Diversity of species across the
property will illustrate different regimes, including
native forest restoration.

COST BREAKDOWN
• Broom- Spray only
• Plant @ 500 stems /ha
• 1BT Grant $1500/ha (landowner 100% credits)
• Year 1 & 2 cost $3500/ha.
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NATIVE BEECH/TOTARA/KANUKA PERMANENT CARBON (223 HA)

RADIATA-TIMBER AND CARBON
(225 HA)

Areas selected for native forestry are heavily
affected by broom and some parts are already
naturally reverting to native vegetation. Not only
are these areas inaccessible and unsuitable for
plantation timber forestry, but the Macfarlanes want
to have more indigenous forestry.

Radiata pine as a timber crop was chosen for the
more accessible areas of the property. These areas
are also weed infested, which could prove an issue
for other species such as eucalyptus that are less
effective at weed suppression. Nearby plantings
on similar weed-infested sites are doing extremely
well. Under the new carbon ETS averaging regime
proposed by Government, carbon credits are
earned for around the first 17 years on forests with
a harvest age of 28 years. Thereafter no carbon is
earned, but no carbon is required to be repaid at
harvest. Averaging and the removal of the carbon
liability makes a timber + carbon regime very
attractive for small scale harvest forests.

COST BREAKDOWN
• Broom- Spray only
• Plant 1000 stems /ha 50/50 mix
• 1BT Grant $4000/ha (landowner 1005 credits)
• Year 1 & 2 cost $5,500/ha.

COST BREAKDOWN
• Broom /Gorse- Spray/Burn
• Plant @ 1000 stems /ha
• 1BT Grant $1500/ha (Crown first 6yrs carbon
credits)
• Year 1 & 2 cost $2000/ha framing regime.
• Harvest 28yrs ($20,000/ha stumpage).

Map 2:
Tree choices
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FORESTRY INCOME
Table 3 below shows the economics of different forestry options for Hawkswood.

Table 3: Economic options

Income from carbon is estimated from carbon lookup tables. The large large areas involved
on Hawkeswood/Braemar mean a field measurement approach will be used, so real carbon
returns will vary depending on how favourable the environment is for trees and other factors.

Commented [MB1]: Footnote source.
https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/31695/send

The graph below shows the cumulative carbon benefit which generates New
Zealand
(NZUs)
over
rotation
of abenefit
forest.
TheUnits
graph below
shows
thethe
cumulative
carbon
which generates New Zealand Units
(NZUs) over the rotation of a forest.

Cumulative NZUs /ha
1000
800
600
400
200
0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50
Timber Radiata (averaging)
Permanent Natives

Permanent Eucalypts
Permanent Redwoods

Graph 2: Carbon benefit

One Billion Trees Funding

The One Billion Trees Grants provides a strong incentive to plant additional areas of the
property in forestry which were part of the long-term plan anyway. The base rate grant
available for these plantings is $1,500/ha for the pines and eucalyptus, $1,800/ha for the
Redwoods and $3,000/ha for the natives. There is an additional $500/ha for erosion-prone
land.

Future for the farm business
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Over the next 5-10 years, there are a number of areas Macfarlane’s will focus on. These
include:


Continue to develop the farm and improve soil fertility, pastures species and
infrastructure like stock water, fencing and tracking

Commented [MB2]: In terms of flow this needs to be put
in the introductory section.

ONE BILLION TREES FUNDING
The One Billion Trees grants make it more appealing to progress the long-term plan and plant additional
areas of the property in forestry. The base rate grant available for these plantings is $1,500/ha for the
pines and eucalyptus $1,800/ha for the Redwoods, and $3,000/ha for the natives. There is a further $500/
ha for erosion-prone land.

INDIGENOUS FOREST INTEGRATION
Many farmers are interested in forestry options for
their properties but want to work with native forest if
possible, especially areas which are already in
woody cover and which can be managed to achieve
a natural forest succession. There is over 200 ha of
land like this on Hawkswood, which accumulates
carbon credits under the Permanent Forest Sink
Initiative.

Control of ungulate pests is beneficial. Seed
dispersal can be improved by reducing the distance
between, or increasing the areas of bush.
There is also a growing body of work demonstrating
that underplanting existing secondary, degraded or
weedy vegetation with natives can support
indigenous forest restoration. This is being trialed
on the Hawkswood Range by Dr Adam Forbes. The
trial will look at species selection and site attributes,
and hopes to identify the critical variables which are
thought to be species choice, gap ratio, seedling
height at planting, and the level of browsing from
herbivores. It is possible to use exotic forestry as a
nursery crop for indigenous forestry and Dr Forbes
is undertaking a project to demonstrate how this
can be done.

Healthy forest regeneration is critical to allow for
rapid forest succession. Succession of indigenous
forestry is illustrated in this image from Te Ara, the
Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. Normally
shrub-hardwoods succeed to conifers, then to
angiosperms. On Hawkswood Range, gorse and
broom succeeds to Māhoe, and Māhoe/Pigeonwood
succeeds to Totara.
We can take action to improve the rate and type of
succession. Ungulates can cause damage to
seedlings and also preferentially graze, which means
they can alter the species composition.
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THE FUTURE
AND LESSONS
THE FUTURE

LESSONS

Over the next five to ten years, the Macfarlanes
will focus on:
• Continuing to develop the farm and improve
soil fertility, pastures species and infrastructure
like stock water, fencing and tracking.

•

Develop a long-term plan based on your vision
and aspirations for the next five to ten years.

•

Seek good advice and ensure the plan is well
executed, on time, and within budget.		

•

A high-performing sheep flock and cattle herd
finishing a high percentage of the young stock.

•

Be realistic about what you can achieve but		
ensure you continue to have stretch goal.

•

Planting a high percentage of the difficult and
weedy hill country in trees for either carbon or
timber. This will require reviewing the carrying
capacity on the farm and the land use capability
report will be used to assist decision making
on what changes, if any, will be required.		

•

Continue to monitor and review your 		
performance because things change and so do
business risks.					

•

Remain positive despite encountering the odd
roadblock beyond your control.		

•

•

•
Consider other land acquisition opportunities or
irrigation development to provide for further
growth.						
•
Grow the farm business to provide succession
opportunities for the family.
•

Involve all of the family and staff because the
next generation sees life through different eyes.
Celebrate milestones and achievements regularly.
Fix mistakes quickly so they don’t become big
mistakes.

KEY POINTS
•

A diverse landscape, land use, and open minds,
have created an opportunity for diversifying
income, improving current productive		
performance, and progressing the Macfarlane’s
succession goals.				

•

A detailed assessment of the base resource in
the form of land use, and land use capability
analysis, with accompanying soil conservation
recommendations of works is a useful, objective
way of assessing the farm and different land use
options.
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•

A diverse range of tree species helps to create
different sources of income from carbon and
timber at different times and spreads the risk of
relying on one market.				

•

It is possible to generate an income from		
regenerating bush and is also possible to		
improve the rate of regeneration. It is also		
possible to use exotic forestry to support the
regeneration of native vegetation.		

•

Matching land use to the land resource without
pushing natural limits allows financial and		
environmental goals to be realised.

CASE STUDY FOUR

MEET THE BLUNTS
STEEPDOWN, KAIKŌURA
OVERVIEW
Steepdown is owned by Tony and Angela Blunt
and has been in Tony’s family for three generations.
Steepdown is 798 ha, of which 500 ha is effective
(70ha cultivatable) and 298 ha is native bush and
regenerating scrub. A large area of native bush
was cleared in the late 1970s under the Government’s
Land Development Scheme. Bush regeneration
started to come away in 1989 (see images) and a
large proportion of this area is now registered in the
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). Tony returned to
the farm in the mid-1990s and initiated a farm system
change in 1998.

BLUNT FAMILY OBJECTIVES
Tony and his family have combined objectives for
their programme of diversification. Even before the
earthquakes they were interested in reducing risk and
exposure by looking at other options for income from
their land.
With three of their four children looking to live on
Steepdown in the future, it’s essential that each has
their own focus of work for the land to sustain them
and ultimately their families.

CURRENT FARM SYSTEM
•
•
•
•
•

1,400 breeding ewes
400 ewe replacements
90 breeding cows
15 R2yr heifers
31 R1yr heifers

Steepdown also gets significant income
from tourism accommodation and is
increasing its beehive capacity.

Apart from farming and forestry, the family has
about 80 beehives for kanuka honey, and several
years ago branched into agri-tourism with luxury
accommodation on their land.
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GENERATING AN INCOME
FROM NATIVE BUSH
The nearly 300 ha of native bush on Steepdown is
viewed as an asset that can generate an income,
rather than ‘ineffective area’. Income is derived
from the areas which are regenerating from the
carbon they sequester.
These areas were challenging to farm before the
earthquake; since, much of the steep land is visibly
unstable and criss-crossed with cracks. This would
make it difficult and probably dangerous to try to
remove trees from the area, do any kind of harvest
forestry, or convert to pasture, so retirement to
native in ETS is a good option. These areas are not
fenced but the family are keen hunters and keep
pest numbers down which increases the rate of
native forest establishment and regeneration.
Areas of regenerating native bush are also a honey
resource. The family plan to improve this income by
extending the flowering season by adding Manuka
to the predominantly kanuka-clad bush areas.
Due to the bush previously being cleared and now
regenerating, more areas are able to be registered
into the Emissions Trading Scheme. This is outlined
in more detail below.

EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME
•
•
•

Currently 155 ha registered in the Emissions
Trading Scheme earning an annuity.
Adding 35 ha of new poplar poles and 70 ha of
native in next application.
Targeting a further 300 ha in future.

Figure 7: Steepdown area in Emissions Trading
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Steepdown 2008

Steepdown 1985

These maps show a comparison of native forest cover between 1985 and 2008. Areas which were clear in
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1985 and potentially on 31 December 1989,
are eligible
for
the ETS. The photos (Figures 3 through
8) are
Kilometres
Scale: 1:14,000 @A3
@A3
further evidence this land was clear at the end Scale:
of 1:14,000
1989.

Information has been derived from various organisations, including Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury Maps partners.
Boundary information is derived under licence from LINZ Digital Cadastral Database (Crown Copyright Reserved). Environment
Canterbury and the Canterbury Maps partners do not give and expressly disclaim any warranty as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information or its fitness for any purpose.
Information from this map may not be used for the purposes of any legal disputes. The user should independently verify the
accuracy of any information before taking any action in reliance upon it.

´

Information has been derived from various organisations, including Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury Maps partners.
Boundary information is derived under licence from LINZ Digital Cadastral Database (Crown Copyright Reserved). Environment
Canterbury and the Canterbury Maps partners do not give and expressly disclaim any warranty as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information or its fitness for any purpose.
Information from this map may not be used for the purposes of any legal disputes. The user should independently verify the
accuracy of any information before taking any action in reliance upon it.
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Ministry for Primary Industries, Environment Canterbury , Land Information New Zealand

Figure 1: Steepdown land cover - 1985

Figure 2: Steepdown land cover - 2008

Figure 3: Steepdown land cover - 1984
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1

Kilometres

Map Created by Canterbury Maps on 17/06/2020 at 9:10 AM

Land Information New Zealand, Environment Canterbur

Figure 4: Comparative land cover - 2019

Figure 5: Comparative land cover - 1988

Figure 6: Comparative land cover - 2019
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CURRENT AND FUTURE PLANTING

TOURISM AT STEEPDOWN

The famiy recently finished planting poplar poles
on 15 ha of unstable hillside. Poles were subsidised
at $2.50 each through the Environment Canterbury
Soil Conservation and Revegetation Programme
(SCAR), while Tony and his sons did the planting.

Two PurePods are the tourism offering on
Steepdown. These are boutique self-contained units
on the property, sought after for their isolated views
and high-end fittings and presentation.
Many visitors are there for the isolation – they can
sit and look at the views uninterrupted by
technology and phone calls. Others are there for
more of a farm experience; talking to the family
about their farm, or watching sheep getting
rounded up.

Poplar has a better root system for erosion control
on these particular hills, and grazing around and
below them can continue, so income is generated
from both the ETS and farming.
Another 20 ha is identified as needing poles for
erosion control, and another 40 ha is being scoped
for erosion control and to support native forest
regeneration.

Tony has learned a few things over his time with
PurePods, from the importance of good
communication with customers and setting their
expectations correctly, to getting changed into
clean clothes before cleaning the pods between
guests. He also has to work the farm away from the
pods when they have guests so they can relax
without the background noise of a farmer hollering
at his dogs.

"Regenerating native bush
can generate returns from honey,
carbon and tourism."

EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME 		
REVENUE

As with any tourism operation, there are challenges
with the way people can behave, exacerbated by
the rural element including fords and quakedamaged land. Someone has to be present on the
property all the time when there are guests. This
is balanced by the outstanding feedback which
customers leave, with many reporting this is a
unique experience which cannot be found anywhere
else.

The farm is currently earning around $60,000/year
with the current qualifying area in the ETS. This
will increase to around $120,000/year if the target
area also qualifies.

HONEY

Maintaining a very high standard is crucial, but the
returns are worth the effort. The pods were fully
booked for a large part of the first year of operation,
with a mix of domestic and international visitors.
There is very little marketing, but visitors sharing
their experience on social media results in further
bookings, as well as word of mouth from happy
customers.

The family currently rent out hive sites for $20,000/
year (three sites with a total of 80 hives) and are
looking at options for planting Manuka under the
1BT Programme. Introducing Manuka will spread
income risk as the flowering dates are slightly
different to Kanuka.
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BUSINESS DIVERSIFICATION
AT STEEPDOWN
PROCESS FOR INVESTIGATING DIVERSIFYING
YOUR BUSINESS

Tony recounts how his grandfather used to say:

“Every now and then you need to go to
the top of your farm and check in with
it, ask it what it wants.”

1. Identify what is driving your need/want to
diversify and the level of risk you are willing to
take					
2. Consider what success looks like in three years,
five years, and ten years 			

Continually evolving the land use is key to spreading
risk for events beyond his control.

3. Carry out a stocktake of your resources (natural,
financial, human and infrastructure) and assess
their state					

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN LOOKING AT
OPPORTUNITIES TO DIVERSIFY HOW YOU USE
YOUR FARM TO GENERATE INCOME.
Identify your reasons for diversifying your business
operations.
• Financial: looking to increase profitability, or
reduce financial risk
• Philosophical: looking for a change based on
your values
• Curiosity or passion: wanting to try something
new, something you’ve always wanted to 		
try, or just something you think might be a good
idea.						

4. Identify all your potential options to diversify
5. Assess the option/s considering your fit with
values, a SWOT analysis, scale, support, data,
trialability, risks and management, constraints,
market					
6. Conduct a cost/benefit analysis		
7. Develop a management plan. Include stop/go
points, risk management, marketing plan if
applicable, KPIs (key performance indicators)

It’s important to identify why you want to diversify
and what you want to achieve, as this will help you
assess options before you start. Consider what you
are good at and what you enjoy doing.		

8. Conduct a trial if possible, review it, and
amend/adapt as necessary			

Understanding your drivers will help you set metrics
to measure the success or failure of implementing
a new opportunity. If, for example, your driver is
financial, then this needs to inform the key metrics
to assess the idea. If it is more about your values or
following a passion, you may be willing to accept a
break-even financial performance. Or it could be
somewhere in between.

9. Implement your revised plan		
10. Carry out regular reviews as per normal
business practice.

FUTURE FOR STEEPDOWN
Over the next five to ten years, the Blunt family will focus on areas including:
• Further planting of poplar poles for erosion control and entering in the ETS				
•

Planting further native trees in regenerating areas for ETS, possibly under the 1BT fund			

•

Investigating expanding beehive capacity and extending the honey season by including Manuka		

•

Investigating complementary tourism activities								

•

Still farming.		
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CASE STUDY FIVE

MEET THE RICKMANS
LYNTON DOWNS, KAIKŌURA

OVERVIEW
Lynton Downs is owned by the Rickman family
who purchased it in the 1960s.
Managed by Kurt Bartrum, Lynton Downs totals
3,555ha, of which 900ha is effective, 250ha in
forestry, and 2,405ha is regenerating native and
rocks/alpine growth.
Before the 2016 earthquakes, the historic
homestead was run as a successful farmstay but
this no longer runs following significant damage to
buildings.
The effective area supports a high-performing
sheep and beef farming unit, made up of:
•
•
•
•

3,300 breeding ewes
950 hoggets
190 M/A cows
45 heifer replacements.

THE WAY FORWARD
Lynton Downs is heavy clay country, prone to
erosion and challenges with low fertility and weeds.
These challenges make it less suitable for grazing,
but the local climate still suits trees. The family has
always had an interest in forestry; the first plantings
were done in the 1960s.
At the early stages of planting, an English-trained
forester who practiced coupe forestry planted
mixed species such as conifer, Corsican pine and
cedar.
However, it’s difficult to find markets for smaller
amounts of these species so there has been a
gradual change back to a mixture of predominantly
Douglas fir and Radiata.
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FORESTRY ON
LYNTON DOWNS

FORESTRY MANAGEMENT

TIMBER MARKETS

The current practice is to plant a mix of Douglas fir
and Radiata. The Douglas fir is on a 50-year
rotation which is planted in steeper country as it is
milled less often. There is no pruning cost for this.
It is planted at 600 trees per hectare so that there
are smaller branches at harvest. Because it is slower
growing, the weed control costs are greater until
canopy closure occurs.

Domestic markets vary depending on species, age
of trees, size and quality of stems as well as volume.
Logs from Lynton Downs have been sent to more
than a dozen domestic customers. These range from
10cm diameter pulp logs to Daikens pulp plant in
Sefton; to large pruned butts >45cm diameter to be
peeled for plywood in Gladstone on the West Coast.
There are three main export markets:
• China: currently takes the majority of New		
Zealand export logs.
• Korea: declining in volume and % of total export
market sales proportionate to China.
• India: up and coming, infrastructure still		
developing.					
•
To access these markets, they sell to a wide range
of exporters who may go to one or more of these
markets. From there, they sell or have sold to seven
different exporters at Picton and Lyttleton.

To date, 72,000T has been logged from the property
off 161ha at roughly 446m3/ha. The range in recent
years has been 314m3/ha to 869m3/ha with forest
typically logged 3,000- 6,000T per season.
The forest will be moved to a bi-annual harvest for
the next few years to accumulate larger volumes.
This helps to attract good loggers and brings down
average fixed costs of machinery transport,
earthworks and compliance, as well as giving stands
more growing time.

Export markets drive a large part of the price and
revenue from a forest. Logs are a commodity
product and are subject to nuances in markets that
are well beyond a producer or forest manager’s
control – forex, freight, demand for ships, and
global politics all have an effect.

"Large quantities of alternative
species are not generally grown as
priority species in a harvest/timber
forest for the same reason that
NZ farmers don’t graze Mongolian
Ibex or African Kudu – markets,
demand and revenue earning
potential.."

The best way to maximise revenue, and reduce
reliance on - and therefore exposure to - export
markets, is to grow a quality forest.
Quality doesn’t necessarily mean big pruned trees.
Quality is relevant to a number of factors, such as
location, age, regime, species, and branch size
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Species

Douglas fir
Pinus Radiata
Mixed Species
40
Corsican Pine
Mixed Conifers

Area (ha)

32.4
174.6
3.9
4.2
3.9

POST QUAKE FARMING FIELD DAY AT LYNTON DOWNS
Jeremy Patterson-Green presented on integrated forestry at Lynton Downs to farmers from the Post Quake
Farming project area in October 2019.

Photos provided from the Lynton Downs field day on October 2019.
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COSTS AND REVENUE
FROM FORESTRY
COST OF ESTABLISHMENT
The radiata is planted at 350-400 trees per hectare and is managed with three-stage pruning and thinning:
ESTIMATED ESTABLISHMENT COSTS
Cost structure per ha from cutover to harvest ready.						

Planting

Spot Spraying

Douglas Fir

Root
Raking
$875

$360

$138

Radiata

$875

$270

$92

Species

3 Lifts
/Pruning

Weed
Control
$100

Total/ha

$2,600

$100

$3,937

$1,473

Nb: Includes tree stocks, Douglas fir @ 600 seedlings/ha, Radiata @ 450 seedlings/ha.
Weed control 1-3 years (estimate).

REVENUE
Forestry can provide very good returns on areas of
land less productive for grazing.

Growing good trees and managing them well to
deliver a quality product is the goal. Then it’s critical
to maximise every sales opportunity.

Lynton Downs typically runs at 30-35% stumpage
(net payment to the forest). Limited local markets
mean road freight has a significant bearing on this
to send logs to distant outlets to achieve best net
value. Return/ha is influenced by a number of
factors – specifically quality, volume and location.

A quality product does not mean a high cost input
product, it means growing the right tree in the right
place and managing it to get best value. Harvesting
that product in a safe, environmentally conscious
manner and marketing it for best value is critical.

COST OF HARVEST
There can be a lot of costs involved in properly
setting a forest up for harvest which need to be
managed. Some are fixed irrespective of the volume
harvested - like earthworks. Others are tied into
volume production - like logging rates.

earthquake. A logging crew day rate can be up to
$7,000-$10,000 depending on personnel/machine
setup.
Determining and managing costs is important.
Volume/area accumulation is one way to manage
costs. Consideration of cost and benefit is equally
important and it may show it is economically
sensible to walk away from expensive challenges.

Costs averaging across recent years at Lynton
Downs account for 60-70% of harvest revenue.
The greatest costs are logging and road freight,
which account for 88% of gross costs. Earthworks,
machine shift, compliance (environmental, health
and safety) and management account for the rest.
Costs are not going down. Labour rates/wages, fuel,
machinery purchase and repayments are the big
drivers of contractor rates. Road freight costs are
further influenced by quality of roads and potential
delays – such as those resulting from the Kaikōura

For example, one day working on a difficult gully
with environmental slash recovery requirements is
potentially a big cost with risk disproportionate to
value and benefit – what if the trees stayed
standing in this particular area and no slash was
generated?
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RISKS
AND CHALLENGES

KEY
POINTS

Forestry at Lynton Downs carries some risk - high
altitude snow damage, variable summer rainfall and
fire, windthrow along exposed boundaries and high
weed competition.

•

Plan forestry for harvest. Get the right advice and
grow the right tree for the right place.		

•

Manage forests as an asset to maximise		
revenue earning potential; whether for active
harvest revenue, passive carbon revenue or
even erosion control.				

•

Environmental standards are not going to relax.
It's more likely they will get more stringent.

•

Health and Safety regulations are here to stay.
It is a cost. It costs to implement and manage\
good H&S systems, but it will cost a whole lot
more if there is an accident without a good		
system in place.				

•

Employ good people. Saving a dollar on a		
management fee for a company that knows
what they are doing can be a false economy. As
a landowner, principal or PCBU, you are not
exempt from liability if someone makes poor
decisions on your land.				

•

If we do what we’ve always done – we will get
what we’ve always got. If we want to be safer,
more efficient, and have more profitable		
forestry, we must strive to improve. You don’t
move forward by standing still.

Ongoing challenges are labour and contractor
availability: cost, capabilities, competency and
commitment. Securing labour for contractors, and
appropriate contractors for the work, is challenging.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Management of Health and Safety in a forest
situation is vital. Good systems and documentation
are critical. In the event of an accident, Worksafe will
leave no stone unturned to assign culpability and
prosecute when all practicable steps have not been
taken.
Landowners, forest managers, contractors, and even
individual staff cannot contract out of or turn a blind
eye to their responsibilities and obligations
under the HASW Act 2016.
Anyone who issues instructions or employs others
is a PCBU. This is not necessarily a significant change
from the previous Act but it is much more widely
publicised and enforced.

"Don’t sell logs to any old middleman that spins a good yarn and wears hi-vis.
The differences can be considerable in what they will do for you vs someone who knows
what they are doing. As much volume as possible is sold into the domestic market as
they are stable and are there through thick and thin. Exporters' demand and prices can
change quickly when markets turn."
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